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1. Introduction

1.1 Fractional processes

This thesis considers certain stochastic processes, namely fractional pro-

cesses, their pathwise stochastic analysis and possible financial applica-

tions. In this thesis, fractional processes cover processes sharing the co-

variance structure with fractional Brownian motion. As well as fractional

Brownian motion, we consider two different fractional Lévy process con-

cepts. The first concept is fractional Lévy processes by Mandelbrot-Van

Ness representation ([5, 32]). The other, introduced by the author, is frac-

tional Lévy processes by Molchan-Golosov representation (Publication I).

Fractional processes have several useful properties. Their covariance

structure allows for modeling long range dependence, which is a desired

property in various application areas. Besides financial applications, frac-

tional processes have been used in statistical modeling, hydrology, telecom-

munication and population biology, just to mention a few.

1.2 Pathwise stochastic analysis

The stochastic analysis part of the thesis covers several pathwise stochas-

tic integration concepts: the Young integral, generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes

integral and forward type integrals.

As well as stochastic integration, we consider the functional change of

variables formula of [13]. For this formula we need two functional deriva-

tive concepts for the path: horizontal and vertical derivatives. The func-

tional change of variables formula yields a martingale representation the-

orem ([14]). In some cases this formula can also be understood in a path-

wise sense. The pathwise martingale representation formula is slightly

9



Introduction

extended in Publication III.

Pathwise stochastic integration, fractional Besov space techniques and

the functional change of variables formula are combined in Publication II.

As a result we obtain integral representation results for functionals of a

path of a fractional Brownian motion.

1.3 Finance

The abovementioned stochastic analysis techniques are also used for solv-

ing the hedging problem of path dependent options in models including

fractional processes. The models considered in the thesis cover the frac-

tional Black-Scholes and fractional Bachelier models as well as several

mixed models. By a mixed model, we mean a Black-Scholes type model

driven by the sum of a Brownian motion and a zero quadratic variation

process (for example a fractional process). In other words, the price pro-

cesses are exponentials of certain Dirichlet processes.

One of the financial contributions of this thesis is the hedging of Asian

options in fractional Black-Scholes and fractional Bachelier models (Pub-

lication II). These two purely fractional models are more or less toy mod-

els but the mixed models that we mention next have a serious financial

interpretation.

In the mixed models, the Brownian motion part corresponds to the or-

dinary short time market fluctuations, whereas the fractional part corre-

sponds to the long term trends in the stock market. By the choice of the

fractional process, we can include different stylized facts in the model:

short or long range dependence and arbitrarily heavy or light tails. In Pub-

lication I we propose a mixed Brownian motion and fractional Lévy pro-

cess market model.

A no-arbitrage theorem as well as a robust replication result for mixed

models can be found in [9]. In Publication III we combine the ideas in [9]

with the functional calculus of [13, 14] and obtain new results on robust

hedging in mixed models.

1.4 Notation

We now introduce the notation that is used in the introductory part of this

thesis and, with slight changes, in Publications II and III. The notation

10
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of Publication I is somewhat different, the main difference being that the

convention for point values and paths of stochastic processes is different.

We will work in a fixed probability space �Ω,F ,P� if not mentioned oth-

erwise. The filtration is usually the filtration generated by the process

under consideration, if not specified otherwise.

We denote by D��a, b�, A� the cadlag paths defined on the interval �a, b�

and taking values in A. Abbreviation D��a, b�� denotes D��a, b�,R�. We de-

note the spaces of continuous functions by C��a, b�, A� and C��a, b��, respec-

tively.

Let T � 0 be fixed and x � D��0, T ��. Then x�t� denotes the value of

function x at point t and xt � �x�s��s��0,t� denotes the whole path of x from

0 to t. We denote by xt� the path where the end point is replaced by the

left limit. More rigorously,

xt��u� �x�u�, u � �0, t�,

xt��t� �x�t��,

where x�t�� � lims�t x�s� is the left limit. Note that in general xt� is not

the same path as �x���t� � �x�u���u��0,t�. The right limit is defined as

x�t	� � lims�t x�s�.

The same conventions apply to the stochastic processes. That is, X�t�

denotes the value of process X at time t and Xt denotes the whole path of

X up to time t.

11
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2. Stochastic processes

In this chapter we will introduce the stochastic processes considered in

the thesis.

2.1 Fractional Brownian motion

Fractional Brownian motion (fBm) is, as the name suggests, a general-

ization of classical Brownian motion. While Brownian motion has inde-

pendent increments, the increments of fBm are dependent. Because of its

dependence structure, fBm is widely used as a model in various applica-

tion areas.

Definition 2.1.1 (Fractional Brownian motion). A zero mean Gaussian

process �BH�t��t�0 is a fractional Brownian motion with Hurst index H �

�0, 1� if

EBH�t�BH�s� �
1

2
�t2H � s2H � �t� s�2H�, t, s � 0.

Figure 2.1. Paths of fBm, when H � 0.25 (left) and H � 0.75 (right).

When H � 1
2 this reduces to the definition of ordinary Brownian motion.

When H 	 1
2 , fractional Brownian motion is neither a Markov process nor

a semimartingale. However, fBm has several useful properties: the incre-

ments of fBm are stationary. An fBm with Hurst index H is self-similar

13



Stochastic processes

with index H. When H � 1
2 , fBm has the long range dependence property.

For H � 1
2 , the increments are negatively correlated. The dependence

structure is completely characterized by parameter H.

The paths of fBm with Hurst index H are Hölder continuous of any

order δ � �0, H�. In other words, the paths of fBm get more regular when

the Hurst index grows, see figure 2.1.

2.1.1 Integral representations of fBm

Fractional Brownian motion can be represented as an integral of a deter-

ministic kernel with respect to an ordinary Brownian motion in several

ways. In this thesis, we consider a compact interval integral representa-

tion by Molchan and Golosov and an infinite interval integral representa-

tion by Mandelbrot and van Ness.

Molchan-Golosov representation

The following compact interval integral representation of fBm is by Molchan

and Golosov [37]. First we will define the Molchan-Golosov kernel.

Definition 2.1.2 (Molchan-Golosov kernel). Let H � 1
2 , then we define

zH�t, s� �

�
H �

1

2

�
cHs

1
2
�H

� t

s
uH� 1

2 �u� s�H� 3
2du, 0 � s � t � �

and zH�t, s� � 0 otherwise.

Let H 	 1
2 , then we define

zH�t, s� �cH

�
t

s

�H� 1
2

�t� s�H� 1
2

�

�
H �

1

2

�
cHs

1
2
�H

� t

s
uH� 3

2 �u� s�H� 1
2du, 0 � s � t � �

and zH�t, s� � 0 otherwise. The constant is given as

cH �
1

Γ�H 
 1
2�

�
2HΓ�H 
 1

2�Γ�
3
2 �H�

Γ�2� 2H�

� 1
2

,

where Γ denotes the Gamma function.

There are also other ways to represent the kernel zH , see for exam-

ple [27]. Using the kernel zH we have the following representation of fBm.

Theorem 2.1.3. Let H � �0, 1�. Then it holds that

�BH�t��t��0,��
d
�

�� t

0
zH�t, s�dW �s�

�
t��0,��

,

where �W �t��t��0,�� is a Brownian motion.

The proof can be found in [27, 38, 37]. Here d
� denotes equality in finite

dimensional distributions.

14



Stochastic processes

Figure 2.2. MG kernel zH�1, s� for H � 0.25 (left) and for H � 0.75 (right).

Mandelbrot-Van Ness representation

Another integral representation for fBm is by Mandelbrot and van Ness [31].

For this representation we need two-sided processes. Let W 1,W 2 be two

independent Brownian motions. A two-sided Brownian motion �W �t��t�R

is defined as

W �t� �W 1�t�, t � 0 and

W �t� �W 2��t�, t � 0.

A two-sided fBm �BH�t��t�R is defined for H � �0, 1� as a centered Gaussian

process with covariance

EBH�t�BH�s� �
1

2

�
�t�2H 	 �s�2H � �t� s�2H

�
, t, s � R.

The Mandelbrot-Van Ness kernel is defined as follows:

Definition 2.1.4 (Mandelbrot-Van Ness kernel). For H � �0, 1�

fH�t, s� � cH

�
�t� s�

H� 1
2

�
� ��s�

H� 1
2

�

�
, t, s � R.

Figure 2.3. MvN kernel fH�1, s� with H � 0.25 (left) and H � 0.75 (right).

It is proved in Publication I that the constant cH is the same as in the

definition of the Molchan-Golosov kernel. Now we are ready to write the

Mandelbrot-Van Ness representation theorem for fBm.
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Stochastic processes

Theorem 2.1.5. Let H � �0, 1�, then

�BH�t��t�R
d
�

��
R

fH�t, s�dW �s�

�
t�R

,

where �W �t��t�R is a two-sided Brownian motion.

2.2 Lévy processes

Lévy processes are stochastic processes with independent and stationary

increments. The best known examples of Lévy processes are Brownian

motion and Poisson processes. Note that fractional Brownian motion is

not a Lévy process.

Definition 2.2.1 (Lévy process). A real valued stochastic process �X�t��t�0

is a Lévy process if the following conditions hold

1. X�t� �X�s�
d
� X�t� s�, for t � s � 0,

2. X�t� �X�s� is independent of Xs, for t � s � 0,

3. P�X�0� � 0� � 1 and

4. the paths of X are right-continuous with left limits almost surely.

Here d
� denotes equality in distribution. Lévy processes are completely

characterized by the Lévy-Khinchin theorem. Before stating the theorem

we define the concepts of characteristic triplet and characteristic expo-

nent.

Definition 2.2.2 (Characteristic triplet). Let γ � R, σ � 0 and ν be a

measure on R satisfying ν��0�� � 0 and
�
R

�1	 x2�ν�dx� 
 �.

Then ν is a Lévy measure and �γ, σ, ν� is a characteristic triplet or Lévy

triplet.

Definition 2.2.3 (Characteristic exponent). Let �γ, σ, ν� be a Lévy triplet.

Then

Ψ�u� � iγu�
1

2
σ2u2 �

�
R

�
eixu � 1� ixu1��1,1��x�

�
ν�dx� (2.1)

is called a characteristic exponent.
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Stochastic processes

Now we are ready to state the Lévy-Khinchin theorem.

Theorem 2.2.4 (Lévy-Khinchin). Let X be a Lévy process. Then there ex-

ists a unique characteristic triplet �γ, σ, ν� such that the characteristic func-

tion of X�t� is given by

EeiuX�t� � etΨ�u�, (2.2)

where Ψ is defined as in equation (2.1) and t � 0.

The converse also holds: for any characteristic triplet �γ, σ, ν� there exists

a probability space �Ω,F ,P�, where one can define a Lévy process X such

that equation (2.2) holds.

The proof of the above theorem can be found for example in [30] or [47].

The following Lévy-Itô decomposition gives some intuition on the charac-

teristic triplet. First we need the definition of Poisson random measures.

Definition 2.2.5 (Poisson Random measure). Let �S,S� be a measurable

space. A mapping η : Ω�S �� 0, . . . ,� is called a Poisson random measure

with intensity measure μ if

1. measure μ is σ-finite,

2. η�ω, 	� is measure P-a.s.,

3. η�	, B� is a random variable for B 
 S,

4. for disjoint B1, . . . , Bn 
 S, random variables η�	, B1�, . . . , η�	, Bn� are

independent and

5. η�	, B� � Poisson�μ�B��, when B 
 S s.t. μ�B� � �.

Now we are ready for the Lévy-Itô theorem. The main message of the

theorem is that any Lévy process can be decomposed into a sum of inde-

pendent Brownian motion, compound Poisson process and a pure jump

martingale.

Theorem 2.2.6 (Lévy-Itô decomposition). Let �γ, σ, ν� be a characteristic

triplet. Then there exists a probability space in which there exist three in-

dependent Lévy processes X1, X2, X3 satisfying the following conditions:

X1�t� � σW �t�  γt

17



Stochastic processes

is a Brownian motion.

X2�t� �

N�t��
j�1

Yj ,

is a compound Poisson process. Here N is a Poisson process with intensity

ν����,�1� � �1,��� and �Yj�
�
j�1 is an i.i.d. sequence with distribution

1���,�1���1,���x�
ν�dx�

ν����,�1� � �1,���

independent of N . If ν����,�1� � �1,��� � 0, then X2 is defined to be

identically zero.

X3�t� � lim
ε	0

� t

0

�
ε
�x��1

x�η�	, ds
 dx� � dsν�dx��

is a square integrable martingale with at most countably many jumps in

each compact interval almost surely. Here η is a Poisson random measure

with intensity measure Leb
 ν.

The characteristic triplet of the Lévy process

X�t� � X1�t� �X2�t� �X3�t�

is �γ, σ, ν�.

The proof of the theorem can be found for example in [30]. Note that the

Lévy processes X1, X2, X3 are unique in distribution.

2.3 Fractional Lévy processes

In this thesis the term fractional Lévy processes refers to integral trans-

formations of Lévy processes defined using either the Mandelbrot-Van

Ness or Molchan-Golosov kernel. Such fractional Lévy processes have been

studied in the literature by [5], [32, 33] and [49], among others. Note that

fractional Lévy processes are not Lévy processes.

There is plenty of literature on various fractional processes that go be-

yond the scope of the present thesis. Such processes are for example frac-

tional stable motions ([46]) or fractional Poisson processes ([4]).

2.3.1 FLp by Mandelbrot-Van Ness representation

Fractional Lévy processes by Mandelbrot-Van Ness representation were

first introduced by [5] and further studied by [32]. For the definition, we

need the concept of two-sided Lévy processes.
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Definition 2.3.1 (Two-sided Lévy processes). Let �X1�t��t�0 and �X2�t��t�0

be two independent Lévy processes with characteristic triplet �γ, σ, ν�. De-

fine

L�t� �X1�t� t � 0,

L�t� � �X2��t�� t � 0.

Then �L�t��t�R is called a Lévy process on R or a two-sided Lévy process

with characteristic triplet �γ, σ, ν�.

A fractional Lévy process by Mandelbrot-Van Ness representation (fLp-

MvN) can now be defined.

Definition 2.3.2 (FLp by MvN representation). Let L be a zero-mean

square integrable two-sided Lévy process without Brownian component

and H � �0, 1� a Hurst index. Then

X�t� �

�
R

fH�t, s�dL�s�

is called a fractional Lévy process by Mandelbrot-Van Ness representation.

Figure 2.4. Paths of fLpMvN with Lévy measure λ�δ1 � δ
�1� in the case H � 0.25 (left)

and H � 0.75 (right).

The integral is understood as a limit in probability of elementary inte-

grands or in the L2 sense. For more details, see [32] or [41]. For the case

when H � 1
2 , the integral can be understood pathwise as an improper

Riemann integral, see [32].

The covariance structure of fLpMvN is the same as that of fBm. The ex-

istence of the higher order moments depends on the driving Lévy process

L (and on H).

When H � 1
2 , X has almost surely Hölder continuous paths of any order

less than H�1
2 even though the driving Lévy process has jumps. The incre-

ments of X are stationary but X is never self-similar. The semimartingale
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property of X depends on the driving Lévy process, see [3] and [7] for the

complete characterization. For H � 1
2 , the paths of X have zero quadratic

variation along a dyadic sequence of partitions.

When H � 1
2 , one can prove using [44, theorem 4] that the paths of an

fLpMvN are unbounded and discontinuous with positive probability.

2.3.2 FLp by Molchan-Golosov representation

Fractional Lévy processes by Molchan-Golosov representation (fLpMG)

are first introduced in Publication I. However, in a related setup, the

Molchan-Golosov kernel has been used before for defining fractional sub-

ordinators in [8].

Fractional Lévy processes by Molchan-Golosov representation are de-

fined analogously to fLpMvN, but instead of the Mandelbrot-Van Ness

kernel we use the Molchan-Golosov kernel. The advantage of this defini-

tion is that the infinite history of the driving Lévy process is not needed.

Definition 2.3.3 (Fractional Lévy process by Molchan-Golosov represen-

tation). Let L be a zero mean square integrable Lévy process and H � �0, 1�.

A fractional Lévy process by Molchan-Golosov representation is defined as

Y �t� �

� t

0
zH�t, s�dL�s�.

The integral can be understood as a limit in probability of elementary

integrals, in the L2 sense and in some cases also pathwise. FLpMG shares

Figure 2.5. Simulated paths of fLpMG when the Lévy measure is λ�δ1�δ
�1� and H � 0.25

(left) or H � 0.75 (right).

the covariance structure with fBm. The existence of the higher order mo-

ments depends on L and on H. For H � 1
2 , the paths of fLpMG are Hölder

continuous of any order less than H� 1
2 and thus they have zero quadratic

variation along a dyadic sequence of partitions. When H � 1
2 , the paths

are discontinuous and unbounded with positive probability.
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An fLpMG cannot be self-similar. The semimartingale property depends

on the driving Lévy process, but there is not a complete characterization

yet. One drawback of fLpMG compared to fLpMvN is that the increments

of fLpMG are not stationary in general.
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3. Pathwise techniques

In this chapter we discuss pathwise techniques in stochastic analysis.

First we introduce several pathwise integration techniques. After that

we introduce pathwise differential operations and a pathwise functional

change of variables formula.

3.1 Pathwise integration

In the semimartingale case, the standard integration procedure uses the

Itô integral. However, fractional Brownian motion is never a semimartin-

gale and fractional Lévy processes are not always semimartingales. To

cover these processes, we need some other concept of integration. One op-

tion is to define the stochastic integrals pathwise "ω by ω". In the follow-

ing, we introduce three different pathwise integration concepts: the Young

integral, generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral and forward integral.

3.1.1 Young integration

Young integration is a Riemann-Stieltjes type integral concept for Hölder

continuous functions. The following construction of the integral is taken

from [45]. In [23], the Young integral is defined slightly more generally for

functions of finite p-variation.

Let us denote by Cα the set of Hölder continuous functions of order α �

�0, 1� defined on �0, T �. First we define the Young integral in the Lipschitz

case.

Definition 3.1.1 (Young integral for Lipschitz functions). Let f, g � C1.

The Young integral of f with respect to g on �a, b� � �0, T � is defined as
� b

a
f�t�dg�t� �

� b

a
f�t�g��t�dt.

Now we have the following proposition that extends the definition of
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Young integrals to Hölder continuous functions that are not Lipschitz con-

tinuous.

Proposition 3.1.2 (Young integral). Let α, β � �0, 1� s.t. α � β � 1. The

map

C1 � C1 �� Cα, �f, g	 ��

�
�

0
f�t	dg�t	

extends to a continuous bilinear map Cα � Cβ �� Cα. The value of this

extension at point �f, g	 � Cα � Cβ is denoted by
�
�

0
f�t	dg�t	

and is called the Young integral of f with respect to g.

The proof of the above can be found in [45].

Remark 3.1.3. The Young integral can be understood also as a limit of

Riemann-Stieltjes sums, where the integral is independent of the sequence

of partitions, see [23].

3.1.2 Generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals and fractional
Besov space techniques

This approach to integration was first introduced in [51, 52] and further

developed in [40]. Our main reference here is [35]. First we need the con-

cept of fractional derivatives. Left and right Riemann-Liouville fractional

derivatives of order α � �0, 1	 on the interval 
a, b� are defined as

�Dα
a�f	�x	 �

1

Γ�1� α	

d

dx

� x

a
f�t	�x� t	�αdt

and

�Dα
b�f	�x	 �

�1

Γ�1� α	

d

dx

� b

x
f�t	�t� x	�αdt,

where f is such that the integral and derivative can be defined in the

usual sense.

Let us now define the fractional Besov spaces.

Definition 3.1.4 (Fractional Besov space of order 1, β). Let β � �0, 1	 and

f : 
0, T � �� R satisfy

f1,β � sup
0�s�t�T

�
�f�t	 � f�s	�

�t� s	β
�

� t

s

�f�u	 � f�s	�

�u� s	1�β
du

�
� �.

Then f � W β
1 . The space W β

1 is called the fractional Besov space of order

1, β.
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Note that � � �1,β is not a proper norm but a seminorm. The other Besov

space is defined as follows.

Definition 3.1.5 (Fractional Besov space of order 2, β). Let β � �0, 1� and

f : �0, T � �	 R be such that

�f�2,β 


� T

0

�f�s��

sβ
ds�

� T

0

� s

0

�f�s�  f�u��

�s u�β�1
duds � �.

Then f � W β
2 . The space W β

2 is the fractional Besov space of order 2, β.

The space W β
2 is a Banach space. For ε � �0, β � 1  β� we have the

following inclusions

Cβ�ε � W β
1 � Cβ�ε

and

Cβ�ε � W β
2 .

Now we are ready for the definition of the generalized (fractional) Lebesgue-

Stieltjes integral (gLS).

Definition 3.1.6 (Generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral). Let �a, b� �

�0, T �, β � �0, 1� and f � W β
2 and g � W 1�β

1 . Set

fa��x� 
 �f�x�  f�a���1�a,b��x� and

gb��x� 
 �g�b�  g�x��1�a,b��x�.

The generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral of f with respect to g is defined

as
� b

a
f�x�dg�x� 


� b

a
�Dβ

a�fa���x��D
1�β
b� gb���x�dx� f�a���g�b�  g�a���.

It holds for u � �s, t� that
� t

s
fdg 


� u

s
fdg �

� t

u
fdg,

which is not obvious from the definition. The definition does not depend

on the selection of β either. See [35]. We also have the following norm

inequality.

Proposition 3.1.7. Let f � W β
2 and g � W 1�β

1 . Then
����
� t

0
fdg

���� � C�g�1,1�β�f�2,β .

This norm inequality is very useful, because it tells us that the conver-

gence of the integrands implies convergence of the integrals as well. The

following result gives the connection between the Young integral and gen-

eralized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral.
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Proposition 3.1.8. If α, β � �0, 1� such that α � β � 1, f � Cα and g � Cβ,

then

(gLS)
� b

a
fdg � (Young)

� b

a
fdg.

3.1.3 Forward type integrals

Next we consider forward integrals to the extent that is needed for the

robust hedging approach of [9]. In this thesis we will also consider the

so-called Föllmer integral, which is a slight modification of the forward

integral. The Föllmer integral will be introduced later in the context of

the functional change of variables formula.

The set π � �0 � t0 � t1 � 	 	 	 � tk � T 
 is called a partition of the

interval �0, T �. The size of the partition is defined as

�π� � max
j�1,...,k

�tj  tj�1�.

The concept of partition is needed in the definition of the forward integral.

Definition 3.1.9 (Forward integral). Let �πn��n�1, where πn � �0 � tn0 �

	 	 	 � tnk�n� � T 
, be a sequence of partitions of �0, T � such that �πn� � 0,

t � T and �X�s��s��0,T � be a continuous stochastic process. The forward

integral of process �Y �s��s��0,T � along the sequence �πn�
�
n�1 with respect to

X is defined as
� t

0
Y �s�dX�s� � lim

n	�

�
tnj �πn
�0,t�

Y �tnj�1��X�tnj � X�tnj�1��,

where the limit is assumed to exist almost surely.

The forward integral over the whole interval �0, T � is defined as the im-

proper integral � T

0
Y �s�dX�s� � lim

t�T

� t

0
Y �s�dX�s�.

The sequence of partitions is usually fixed and thus is not included in the

notation.

Proposition 3.1.10. Let X � Cα and Y � Cβ almost surely, where α, β �

�0, 1� and α� β � 1. Then

(Young)
� �
0
Y �s�dX�s� � (forward)

� �
0
Y �s�dX�s�.

This is a consequence of remark 3.1.3. Hence, when the Young integral

is defined, the generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral, forward integral

and Young integral all take the same value.
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3.2 Functional change of variables formula

The functional calculus approach was initiated by [19] and further de-

veloped by [13, 14, 22]. This section is mainly based on the articles [13]

and [14] and the PhD thesis [22], which work in Rn. In this thesis we will

only need the theory in one dimension.

The concept of non-anticipative functionals is essential in this approach.

Let U � R be open.

Definition 3.2.1 (Non-anticipative functional). A non-anticipative func-

tional on D��0, T �, U� is a family of mappings

F � �Ft�t��0,T � s.t. Ft : D��0, t�, U� �� R.

Note that F can be seen as a functional on the vector bundle

Ψ �
�

t��0,T �

D��0, t�, U�.

For the measurability details, see [13]. Sometimes we also consider non-

anticipative functionals indexed by interval �0, T �. The definition in that

case is analogous.

Next we will construct horizontal and vertical derivatives of a path.

Definition 3.2.2 (Horizontal extension). Let x 	 D��0, T �, U� and 0 
 t �

t� h 
 T . The horizontal extension of xt to �0, t� h� is defined as

xt,h�u� �x�u�, u 	 �0, t�,

xt,h�u� �x�t�, u 	 �t, t� h�.

The horizontal derivative is now defined.

Definition 3.2.3 (Horizontal derivative). The horizontal derivative of a

non-anticipative functional F at x 	 D��0, t�, U� is defined as

DtF �x� � lim
h�0

Ft�h�xt,h� � Ft�x�

h

if the limit exists. If the limit is defined for all x � Ψ, then

DtF : D��0, t�, U� �	 R, x �	 DtF �x�

defines a non-anticipative functional DF � �DtF �t��0,T �, the horizontal

derivative of functional F .

Another perturbation of the path is needed for the definition of the ver-

tical derivative.
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Definition 3.2.4 (Vertical perturbation). Let x � D��0, T �, U�, t � �0, T �

and h � R be small enough. The vertical perturbation of xt � D��0, t�, U�,

namely xht � D��0, t�, U� is defined as

xht �u� � x�u�, u � �0, t�,

xht �t� � x�t� � h.

Now we are ready to define the vertical derivative.

Definition 3.2.5 (Vertical derivative). The vertical derivative of a non-

anticipative functional F at x � D��0, t�, U� is defined as

∇xFt�x� � lim
h�0

Ft�x
h
t � � Ft�x�

h

if the limit exists. If the limit is defined for all x � Ψ, then

∇xF : D��0, t�, U� 	
 R, x 	
 ∇xFt�x�

defines a non-anticipative functional ∇xF � �∇xFt�t��0,T �, the vertical deriva-

tive of F .

We will need several different continuity concepts for the non-anticipative

functionals. Continuity at fixed times is the simplest of these.

Definition 3.2.6 (Continuity at fixed times). A non-anticipative functional

F is continuous at fixed times if for all t � �0, T � the functional Ft : D��0, t�, U� 	


R is continuous for the supremum norm.

We will need a new metric for introducing the other continuity concepts.

The metric is an extension of the metric induced by the supremum norm.

Now the paths do not have to be defined on the same interval.

Definition 3.2.7 (Metric d�). Let 0 � t � t � h � T , x � D��0, t�, U� and

x� � D��0, t� h�, U�. We define

d��x, x
�� � sup

u��0,t�h�

�
�xt,h�u� � x��u�

�
�� h.

Now we are ready for the definition of left-continuous functionals.

Definition 3.2.8 (Left-continuous functionals). A non-anticipative func-

tional F is left-continuous if

�t � �0, T �,�ε  0,�x � D��0, t�, U�, �δ  0,�h � �0, t�,�x� � D��0, t� h�, U�,

d��x, x
�� � δ ��

�
�Ft�x� � Ft�h�x

��
�
� � ε.

The set of left-continuous functionals is denoted by F�l .
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Analogously one can define right-continuous functionals.

Definition 3.2.9 (Right-continuous functionals). A non-anticipative func-

tional F is right-continuous if

�t � �0, T �,�ε � 0,�x � D��0, t�, U�, �δ � 0,�h � �0, T 	 t�,�x� � D��0, t
 h�, U�,

d��x, x
�� � δ �

�
�Ft�x� 	 Ft�h�x

��
�
� � ε.

We denote by F�r the class of right-continuous functionals.

The class of continuous non-anticipative functionals is defined as F� �

F�r � F�l .

The following concepts guarantee that the value of a non-anticipative

functional does not explode in a neighborhood of any path.

Definition 3.2.10 (Boundedness-preserving functionals). Let us define

the class of boundedness-preserving functionals B. Let F be a non-anticipative

functional. Then F � B if for all compact K � U

�C � 0,�t � T,�x � D��0, t�,K� � �Ft�x�� � C.

Boundedness-preserving functionals satisfy the following weaker local

boundedness condition, i.e. they are bounded in the neighborhood of any

given path.

Definition 3.2.11 (Locally bounded functionals). A non-anticipative func-

tional F is locally bounded if

�x � D��0, T �, U�, �C � 0, δ � 0,�t � �0, T �,�x� � D��0, t�, U�,

d��xt, x
�� � δ � �t � �0, T �,

�
�Ft�x

��
�
� � C.

For the statement of the functional change of variables formula we need

the concept of quadratic variation. Quadratic variation will also play a

role in the financial part of the thesis.

Definition 3.2.12 (Quadratic variation). The quadratic variation of a

path x � C��0, T �� along the sequence of partitions �πn��n�1 is defined as

�x��t� � lim
n��

�

tnk��0,t�	πn

�
x�tnk� 	 x�tnk
1�

�2

if the limit exists and is continuous in t.

A stochastic process is called a quadratic variation process along se-

quence �πn��n�1 if the pathwise quadratic variation exists almost surely.

We will also need the following classes of functionals.
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Definition 3.2.13 (Smooth non-anticipative functionals C1,2). The class

C1,2 contains the non-anticipative functionals F that admit one horizontal

and two vertical derivatives and

1. F,∇xF,∇2
xF � F�l and

2. DF is continuous at fixed times.

Note that left-continuity implies continuity at fixed times. At some point

we will also need the following class

C
1,2
b � �F � C1,2�F,DF,∇xF,∇2

xF � B�.

Now we are ready to state the functional change of variables formula

which is the main theorem of the section.

Theorem 3.2.14 (Functional change of variables formula). Let x � C��0, T �, U	

s.t. x has finite quadratic variation along a sequence of partitions �πn	�n�1,

where πn � �0 � tn0 
 � � � 
 tnk�n� � T � s.t. �πn� � 0. Let us define the

discretized version of x as

xn�t	 �

k�n��1�
j�0

x
�
tnj�1

�
1�tnj ,tnj�1�

�t	  x�T 	1�T 	�t	.

Let F � C1,2 and ∇2
xF,DF be locally bounded. Then the limit

� T

0
∇xF �xu	dx�u	 � lim

n
�

k�n��1�
j�0

∇xFtnj
�xntnj �	

�
x�tnj�1	 � x�tnj 	

�

exists and is called the Föllmer integral. Moreover, we have the functional

change of variables formula

FT �xT 	 � F0�x0	 �

� T

0
∇xFu�xu	dx�u	



� T

0
DuF �xu	du

1

2

� T

0
∇2

xFu�xu	d�x��u	.

The proof can be found in [13]. The Föllmer integral is a forward type

integral that is named after Hans Föllmer who proved the ordinary (i.e.

non-functional) Itô formula pathwise using a forward type integral con-

cept for integrands of the form f ��S�u		; see [21]. The Föllmer integral

in this thesis is defined for integrands that are vertical derivatives of

smooth non-anticipative functionals as in [13]. This integral, as the for-

ward integral, depends on the sequence of partitions. However, usually

the sequence is fixed and thus it is not included in the notation.
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3.2.1 Functional martingale representation theorem

The main reference in this subsection is [14]. Let X be a continuous mar-

tingale with respect to its own filtration �FX
t �t��0,T �. We will need the fol-

lowing class of processes.

Definition 3.2.15 (Class C1,2
b ). We define

C1,2
b �X� � �Y adapted to FX

t ��F � C
1,2
b �X�, Y �t� � Ft�Xt� a.s.�.

For Y � C1,2
b �X� one can define the vertical derivative of a process Y with

respect to X as

∇XY �t� � ∇xFt�Xt�.

In this case ∇XY is uniquely defined up to an evanescent set, see [14].

We have the following martingale representation theorem.

Theorem 3.2.16 (Functional martingale representation theorem). Let H �

FX
T s.t. E�H� 	 
 and define Y �t� � E�H�FX

t �. If Y � C1,2
b �X� with Y �t� �

Ft�Xt�, then

H � Y �T � � EY �T � 

� T

0
∇xFt�Xt�dX�t�,

where the stochastic integral is an Itô integral.

Proof. The proof is an application of the functional change of variables

formula combined with the uniqueness of the semimartingale decomposi-

tion.

Theorem 3.2.16 can also be seen as a pathwise Clark-Ocone type result

if the stochastic integral is understood in a pathwise sense. Another ap-

proach for pathwise Clark-Ocone formulas can be found in [17, 16]. The

integration concept therein is the integration by regularization approach

of [45].

In the following, we generalize the vertical derivative with respect to

a process for a broader class of processes Y , but only in the weak sense.

First we need to define some spaces.

Definition 3.2.17 (Space of integrands). Let L2�X� denote the Hilbert

space of progressively measurable processes φ satisfying

�φ�2L2�X� � E

�� T

0
φ2�s�d�X��s�

�
	 
.

A space of stochastic integrals is defined as:
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Definition 3.2.18 (Space of integrals).

I2�X� �

��
�

0
φ�s�dX�s��φ � L2�X�

�

equipped with the norm � � �22 � E���T ��2.

We restrict our consideration to a subspace of I2�X� to obtain a dense

set of test processes.

Definition 3.2.19 (Space of test processes).

D�X� � I2�X� � C1,2
b �X�.

We know that the vertical derivative with respect to process X is defined

in D�X�. The following theorem extends the definition to the space I2�X�.

Theorem 3.2.20. The vertical derivative ∇X : D�X� 	
 L2�X� is closable

on I2�X�. Its closure defines a bijective isometry

∇X : I2�X� 	
 L2�X�,

�
�

0
φdX 	
 φ,

where the stochastic integral is the Itô integral.

The proof of the theorem can be found in [14]. Note that ∇X is the adjoint

operator of the Itô integral.
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This chapter is about the use of fractional processes in various financial

models. The main focus is on hedging path dependent options. The hedg-

ing problem is one of the main questions in mathematical finance.

4.1 Options

Options are financial contracts whose payoffs depend on the underlying

asset. The most common options are European ones. Their payoffs depend

on the value of the underlying asset at a given maturity date. Hence,

the payoffs are of the form f�S�T ��, where f is a function depending on

the contract, S is the underlying asset and T the time of maturity. For

example, the payoff for a European call is

�S�T � �K��

and the payoff for a European put is

�K � S�T ���,

where K is the strike price. In the case of the classical Black-Scholes

model, the prices and hedges for European calls and puts are very well

known, see for example [26] or [50].

Moreover, there exist American options which allow for early exercise.

This means that the holder of an American option may choose to get

f�S�τ��

at any stopping time τ � �0, T �. Hence, considering American options

yields optimal stopping problems. American options are not considered

in this thesis.
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There also exist path dependent options. In that case the payoff of the

option depends on the whole path of the underlying asset. This means

that the payoff is of the form f�ST �.

4.1.1 Path dependent options

Path dependent options, as the name suggests, are options for which the

payoff depends on the path of the underlying asset. For example, the pay-

off may depend on the maximum or minimum of the asset (lookback op-

tions) or the average price of the underlying (Asian options).

There are also barrier options whose payoff depends on the end value of

the asset and whether the asset price crossed a pre-specified level or not.

For a more complete picture on barrier options, see [26].

The key examples throughout this thesis are Asian options. There are

both geometric and arithmetic Asian options. The geometric Asian options

depend on the geometric average and the arithmetic Asian options on the

arithmetic average of the underlying.

Thus, the payoff of an arithmetic Asian option is

f

�
1

T

� T

0
S�s�ds

�

and the payoff of a geometric Asian option is given as

f

�
exp

�
1

T

� T

0
log�S�s��ds

��
.

Arithmetic Asian options are more often traded in practice. However, the

hedges and prices for such options are not known explicitly even in the

classical Black-Scholes model. See for example [34] for the difficulties aris-

ing. Conversely, geometric Asian options are rarely traded in the market

but are easier to consider analytically.

Among these continuously sampled averages, there exist discretely sam-

pled counterparts for both geometric and arithmetic averages.

In this thesis we hedge Asian options in the fractional Black-Scholes

model in Publication II. In Publication III, Asian options are our main

examples of path dependent options in the robust hedging context.

4.2 Hedging problem

Hedging of options is one of the central problems in mathematical finance

and it has been studied extensively in various setups. The idea of hedg-

ing is to replicate a claim f�ST � by trading only the underlying asset. In
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mathematical terms, we are interested in finding a predictable H such

that

f�ST � � C �

� T

0
H�s�dS�s�, (4.1)

where the deterministic constant C is called the hedging cost. In arbitrage

free models the hedging cost can be interpreted as the fair price of the

option.

In general, one has to make additional assumptions on allowed strate-

gies H to prove no-arbitrage results. For example in the classical Black-

Scholes model one has to assume the so-called no doubling strategies con-

dition. If this condition is relaxed, then any random variable in the fil-

tration of driving Brownian motion (for example constants) can be repre-

sented as an Itô integral ([18]). Thus, it is obviously impossible to have a

no-arbitrage theorem.

In the case of mixed models, the class of allowed strategies is defined

in [9]. One can prove a no-arbitrage result for this class of trading strate-

gies. The class is relatively big including hedges for many European, Asian

and loockback options. In the fractional Black-Scholes model it seems that

one has to forbid continuous trading to get rid of the arbitrage strategies.

Completeness is another question of mathematical finance. For exam-

ple the Black-Scholes model is complete because any square integrable

claim can be replicated uniquely by the martingale representation theo-

rem, which can be found e.g. in [42, 26]. In some special cases the mar-

tingale representation theorem can be understood pathwise as in theo-

rem 3.2.16. This formula even gives the explicit form of the hedging strat-

egy.

As we see from equation (4.1), the hedging problem depends strongly on

the stochastic integration concept used. In this thesis we concentrate on

the hedging problem with pathwise integration concepts. In Publication

II we use the generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral and in Publication

III we use forward type integrals.

4.3 Fractional models

By a fractional model we mean a market model including some fractional

process. The simplest of these is the fractional Bachelier model, where the

asset price is modeled by a fractional Brownian motion. Another simple

fractional model is the fractional Black-Scholes model, where the stock

price is modeled by a geometric fractional Brownian motion.
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In addition to these two purely fractional models we consider mixed

models, where the asset price is modeled as

S�t� � exp�εW �t� � σZ�t� � μt�,

where W is a standard Brownian motion and Z is a zero quadratic vari-

ation process, for example a fractional process. By choosing Z to be fBm,

fLp or some other zero quadratic variation process, we obtain different

statistical properties for our model.

See [10] for a survey on fBm in finance.

4.3.1 Fractional Black-Scholes model

In the fractional Black-Scholes model the asset price is modeled by a geo-

metric fractional Brownian motion (gfBm)

S�t� � exp�BH�t��,

where 1
2 � H � 1. Here the integral is the generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes

integral. It is well known that the fractional Black-Scholes model provides

arbitrage opportunities ([43, 12, 48]). There exist even strong arbitrage

strategies ([36]). However, the arbitrage opportunities disappear when

proportional transaction costs are added to the model ([25]). Because of

the arbitrage problems, it is questionable to use fractional Black-Scholes

as a reasonable model in finance.

In a recent work [36] (conducted after Publication II), it is proved that

any claim in the fractional Black-Scholes model is hedgeable in a spe-

cific weak sense. They also prove, with some additional assumptions on

the claim, that the hedging strategy exist in the sense of generalized

Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals. What is a bit surprising in their results is

that the hedging cost can be arbitrary in some cases. In spite of these

existence results, finding explicit hedges might be of some interest.

In the setup of the fractional Black-Scholes model, hedges for a broad

class of European type options are known, [1]. The hedging strategies are

the same as if fBm were a process of bounded variation. However, it is im-

possible to hedge for example lookback options as gLS or Young integrals

using analogous hedging strategies ([2]).

Thus, it is not obvious that we can hedge explicitly Asian options in the

fractional Black-Scholes model as we do in Publication II. It turns out that

we are able to hedge a broad class of arithmetic Asian options including

for example arithmetic Asian calls and puts. The hedges for such options
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are not known explicitly even in the case of the ordinary Black-Scholes

model. Our results show that arithmetic Asian options themselves are

not difficult, even though they are difficult to hedge in the ordinary Black-

Scholes model.

4.3.2 Mixed models

If one wants to introduce an economically meaningful market model with

long-range dependent returns, mixed models are a good option. In such

models, one can have both long-range dependence and no-arbitrage in the

sense of [9]. In a mixed model the price of an asset is modeled as

S�t� � exp �εW �t� � σZ�t� � μt� ,

where W is a Brownian motion and Z is a zero quadratic variation pro-

cess, for example a fractional process. The Brownian part corresponds to

the short term market fluctuations and dominates in the short time scale.

On the other hand, the zero quadratic variation process, determining the

memory properties, dominates in a larger time scale.

It is not known in general whether the sum of a Brownian motion and a

fractional process is semimartingale or not. The sum of mixed Brownian

and fractional Brownian motion is semimartingale if and only if H � 3
4

(or in the trivial case H � 1
2 ), see [11]. Thus, in general it is not possible

to use the Itô integral so we will use the forward integral instead.

It is possible to choose Z quite freely. Possible options are for example

fBm, fLp and fractional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes ([29]). In fact, it is

possible to choose Z in such a way that it has either long or short range

dependence and light or heavy tails, see Publication III.

A no-arbitrage result and a robust replication result covering mixed

models can be found in [9]. Their main message is that the prices of op-

tions as well as the hedges depend mainly on the path properties of the

model. Other no-arbitrage results in related setups can be found for ex-

ample in [6] and [15].
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5. Summaries of the articles

I. Fractional Lévy processes as a result of compact interval integral
transformation

In this article we introduce a new fractional Lévy process concept, frac-

tional Lévy processes by Molchan-Golosov transformation (fLpMG) for

Hurst parameter H � �0, 1�. We study the properties of such processes. We

also compare fLpMG to a previous definition of fractional Lévy processes

(fLpMvN) by [5] and [32]. The main difference between fLpMG and fLp-

MvN is that the infinite history is not needed for the definition of fLpMG,

because the integral kernel is compactly supported.

Fractional Lévy processes by Molchan-Golosov representation share their

covariance structure with fBm. The paths of fLpMG with H � �12 , 1� are

Hölder continuous of any order less than H � 1
2 and thus the paths have

the zero quadratic variation property. In the case when H � �0, 12�, the

paths are unbounded. The increments of fLpMG are not stationary in gen-

eral and fLpMG is never self-similar for any order. We introduce Wiener

integration of deterministic integrands with respect to an fLpMG.

Fractional Lévy processes by the two different integral transformations

are different in distribution. With slight additional moment assumptions

we can show that fLpMvN and fLpMG are the same only when the driving

Lévy process is Brownian motion.

Theorem 1. Let H �
�
1
2 , 1

�
and L be a Lévy process on R with non-

degenerate Lévy measure and EL�1� � 0. FLpMvN and fLpMG driven by

L have different finite dimensional distributions if one of the following two

conditions holds:

1. E�L�1��3 � � and EL�1�3 	 0.
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2. EL�1�4 � �.

Even though the finite dimensional distributions of different fractional

Lévy processes differ, we prove that fLpMG and fLpMvN driven by the

same Lévy process L are close to eachother in an L2-like sense. The result

is the same as in the fBm case, [28].

II. Integral representations of some functionals of fractional
Brownian motion

The main contribution of this paper is to obtain integral representations

as generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals for functionals depending on

different averages of (geometric) fractional Brownian motion.

Let BH be fractional Brownian motion with Hurst index H � 1
2 , S�t� �

exp�BH�t�� and f be a convex function on R. Then we have for functionals

depending on the arithmetic average of BH that

f

�
1

T

� T

0
S�s�ds

�

�f�S�0�� �

� T

0
f �

�

�
T � s

T
S�s� �

1

T

� s

0
S�u�du

�
T � s

T
S�s�dBH�s�,

where f �
�

is the left derivative of f . For the geometric average of gfBm we

obtain analogously

f

�
exp

�
1

T

� T

0
BH�s�ds

��
� f�S�0�� �

� T

0

T � s

T
f �
�
�G�s��G�s�dBH�s�,

where

G�t� � exp

�
1

T

� t

0
BH�s�ds

�
S�t�

T�t
T .

For the arithmetic average of the fBm we obtain

f

�
1

T

� T

0
BH�s�ds

�

�f�BH�0�� �

� T

0

T � s

T
f �
�

�
T � s

T
BH�s� �

1

T

� s

0
BH�u�du

�
dBH�s�.

The integral representations can be interpreted as hedging strategies in

fractional Black-Scholes and fractional Bachelier models.

The main mathematical tools in this paper are the functional calculus

of [13], fractional Besov space techniques ([35]), the Garsia-Rodemich-

Rumsey inequality ([24]) and Malliavin calculus ([39]).

An alternative approach would be to use Itô formula of [20] instead

of the functional calculus. This approach would need less prerequisities
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but the proofs themselves would not be essentially simpler. The draw-

back would be that the result of [20] uses regularization approach for the

stochastic integration and the Itô formula should be reproved for the dis-

cretization approach used in this thesis.

III. Robust hedging and pathwise calculus

The motivation behind this paper is to study the connections between two

different pathwise hedging approaches. These approaches are the func-

tional calculus ([13, 14]) of Cont-Fournié and robust replication ([9]) by

Bender-Sottinen-Valkeila.

Let X be a continuous martingale, H � FX
T be integrable and Y �t� �

E�H�FX
t � � C1,2

b �X�. Now Y can be represented as Y �t� � Ft�Xt� and by [14]

Y �t� � F0�X0� �

� t

0
∇xFs�Xs�dX�s�,

where the stochastic integral is an Itô integral. We prove that it holds

for all processes Z satisfying a non-degeneracy property and sharing the

functional form of quadratic variation with X that

Ft�Zt� � F0�Z0� �

� t

0
∇xFs�Zs�dZ�s�,

where the integral is a Föllmer integral. Note that the quadratic variation

of mixed Brownian-fBm and Brownian-fLp models have the same func-

tional dependence on the path as the quadratic variation of the classical

Black-Scholes model.

The other main result is that whenever there exist both Cont-Fournié

type and Bender-Sottinen-Valkeila type pathwise hedging strategies for

a given claim, then both of the strategies are the same in the functional

sense. This observation allows us to extend the definition of the path-

wise vertical derivative with respect to a process. Let Y be adapted to

�FS
t �t��0,T �. Assume that Y �t� can be hedged using a Bender-Sottinen-Valkeila

type strategy ψs�Ss� for all t � �0, T �. Then under some technical assump-

tions we can define

�∇SY ��s� � ψs�Ss�, s � �0, T �.

We also give several examples.
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